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The nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation appears in fluid mechanics, plasma physics, etc., while
the Hirota equation, a higher-order NLS equation, has been introduced. In this paper, a higher-order
Hirota system is investigated, which describes the wave propagation in an erbium-doped nonlinear
fiber with higher-order dispersion. By virtue of the Darboux transformation and generalized Darboux
transformation, multi-soliton solutions and higher-order rogue-wave solutions are derived, beyond
the published first-order consideration. Wave propagation and interaction are analyzed: (i) Bell-shape
solitons, bright- and dark-rogue waves are found; (ii) the two-soliton interaction is elastic, i. e., the
amplitude and velocity of each soliton remain unchanged after the interaction; (iii) the coefficient in
the system affects the direction of the soliton propagation, patterns of the soliton interaction, distance,
and direction of the first-order rogue-wave propagation, as well as the range and direction of the
second-order rogue-wave interaction.

Key words: Optical Fiber; Higher-Order Hirota System; Darboux Transformation; Multi-Soliton
Solutions; Rogue-Wave Solutions.
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1. Introduction

The nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [1 – 6],
one of the nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs) with
rogue-wave solutions and soliton solutions,

iµς +
1
2

µζ ζ + µ
2
µ
∗ = 0 , (1)

where i2 = −1, has been used for the hydrodynamic
rogue-waves generated by the nonlinear energy trans-
fer in an open ocean [7] and the broadband optical
pulse propagation in nonlinear fibres [8]. ∗ denotes
the complex conjugate, while µ is the envelope of the
wave field and depends on the scaled spatial variable
ς and temporal variable ζ [8 – 12]. A rogue-wave is
thought of as an isolated ‘huge’ wave with the am-
plitude claimed ‘much larger’ than the average wave
crests around it in the ocean [13], and also seen in
other fields such as the Bose–Einstein condensates, op-
tics, and superfluids [6, 7, 13 – 15]. A soliton is a soli-
tary wave which preserves its velocity and shape after

the interaction [2], i. e., the soliton can be considered
as a quasi-particle [16, 17].

However, in the practical situations, the higher-order
terms that take into account the third-order dispersion,
self-steepening, and other nonlinear effects have to be
added to (1) [18 – 21]. Thus, with the addition of terms
that are responsible for the third-order dispersion and
a time-delay correction to the cubic nonlinearity intro-
duced, in the dimensionless form, a higher-order NLS
equation, also called the Hirota equation [12],

iµς +
1
2

µζ ζ + µ
2
µ
∗+ iβ

(
µζ ζ ζ +6µµ

∗
µζ

)
= 0 , (2)

has appeared with the rogue-wave solutions and soli-
ton solutions obtained [12], where the two terms in (2)
that enter with a real coefficient β are, respectively,
responsible for the third-order dispersion and a time-
delay correction to the cubic term.

When β is equal to zero, (2) degenerates into (1).
Besides, (2) can be considered as a combination of (1)
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and the modified Korteweg–de Vries equation [12].
The modified Korteweg–de Vries equation can de-
scribe the interfacial waves in two-layer liquids with
gradually varying depth, Alfvén waves in interaction-
less plasmas, and acoustic waves in anharmonic lat-
tices [22].

In this paper, we will work on a higher-order Hirota
system, or the deformed Hirota equations, which de-
scribes the wave propagation in an erbium-doped non-
linear fiber with higher-order dispersion [23 – 26]:

iut +
uxx

2
+u2u∗+ ia

(
uxxx +6u∗uux

)
= g , (3a)

gx =−2iub , (3b)

bx = i(ug∗−u∗g) , (3c)

where u is the normalized slowly-varying amplitude
of the complex field envelope, g is the polarization,
b means the population inversion, a, representing the
strength of the higher-order linear and nonlinear ef-
fects, is a real parameter independent of the scaled tem-
poral variable t and spatial variable x. The Lax Pairs,
Painlevé analysis, one-soliton solution, infinite conser-
vation laws, and bi-Hamiltonian representation for (3)
have been attained [23, 24]. Special cases of (3) have
been seen as well: When both g and b are equal to zero,
(3) degenerates into (2); When both g and b are elimi-
nated, (3) becomes a higher-order NLEE [23, 24]:

(
u

∂ 2

∂x2 −ux
∂

∂x

)[
iut+ia(uxxx+6uu∗ux)+

uxx

2
+u2u∗

]
+2u2

[
i(uu∗t +utu

∗)+ia(uu∗xxx +u∗uxxx)+6iauu∗(uu∗x

+u∗ux)−
1
2
(uu∗xx−u∗uxx)

]
= 0 . (4)

However, to our knowledge, the rogue-wave solu-
tions, multi-soliton solutions, Darboux transformation
(DT), and generalized DT of (3) have not been ob-
tained. Beyond the first-order consideration of [25],
with the aid of symbolic computation [27 – 29], in Sec-
tion 2, multi-soliton solutions and DT for (3) will be
obtained. In Section 3, rogue-wave solutions and gen-
eralized DT for (3) will be attained. In Section 4, soli-
ton and rogue-wave interaction and propagation will be
discussed. Section 5 will be the conclusions.

2. Darboux Transformation and Soliton Solutions
for (3)

In this section, we will derive both the DT and N-
soliton solutions of (3). Lax pairs for (3) are [23, 24,
30, 31]

Ψx = UΨ , (5a)

Ψt = VΨ , (5b)

with

Ψ = (ψ1, ψ2)T , (6a)

U =
[

iλ iu
iu∗ −iλ

]
, (6b)

V =
[

v11 v12
v21 −v11

]
, (6c)

v11 = 4iaλ
3− iλ 2 +

iuu∗

2
−2iaλuu∗

+a(uu∗x−u∗ux)+
ib
2λ

,

(6d)

v12 = 4iaλ
2u+2aλux− iλu− iauxx

−2iau2u∗− ux

2
+

ig
2λ

,
(6e)

v21 = 4iaλ
2u∗−2aλu∗x− iλu∗+

u∗x
2

− iau∗xx−2iau(u∗)2 +
ig∗

2λ
,

(6f)

where T represents the transpose of a matrix or vector,
λ is a parameter independent of x and t, and ψ1, ψ2 are
both functions of x and t. The compatibility condition
Ut −Vx +UV −VU = 0 leads to (3) [23, 24].

For describing the DT of (3), by virtue of a natural
number κ , we will introduce a sign [κ] on the upper
right corner of a function or matrix ϒ , i. e., ϒ [κ], that
represents a new function or matrix ϒ [κ] coming from
ϒ via the κ-fold operations and has the same variables
as those of ϒ . Especially ϒ [0] = ϒ .

Let [φ11(ηs),φ12(ηs)]T (s = 1,2, · · · ,N) be the solu-
tions of Lax Pairs (5) at u and λ = λs, where λs are all
the parameters independent of x and t, ηs and φ1k(ηs)
(k = 1,2) are all the functions of x and t. The first-step
DT matrix M[1] has the form of [4, 6, 32 – 37]

M[1] =
[

λ 0
0 λ

]
−S1 , (7)

with
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S1 = H [1]
Λ

[1](H [1])−1 , (8a)

H [1] =
[

φ11(η1) −[φ12(η1)]∗

φ12(η1) [φ11(η1)]∗

]
, (8b)

Λ
[1] =

[
λ1 0
0 λ ∗1

]
, (8c)

where (H [1])−1 is the inverse matrix of H [1]. Therefore,
by virtue of (8), the first-order solutions of (3) can be
given as

u[1] = u+
2(λ1−λ ∗1 )φ11(η1)[φ12(η1)]∗

φ11(η1)[φ11(η1)]∗+φ12(η1)[φ12(η1)]∗
. (9)

Taking the seed solution u = 0 and

φ11(η1) = eη1 , (10a)

φ12(η1) = e−η1 , (10b)

η1 = iλ1x+4iaλ
3
1 t− iλ 2

1 t (10c)

in (9), by virtue of (3), we can obtain the one-soliton
solutions u[1], g[1], and b[1] as

u[1] =
2e2η1(λ1−λ ∗1 )

e2(η1+η∗1 ) +1
, g[1] = 0 , b[1] = 0 . (11)

For the two-soliton solutions, we take the second-
step DT matrix M[2] as [4, 6, 33 – 37]

M[2] =
[

λ 0
0 λ

]
−S2 , (12)

where

S2 = H [2]
Λ

[2](H [2])−1 , (13a)

H [2] =
[

φ21(η2) −[φ22(η2)]∗

φ22(η2) [φ21(η2)]∗

]
, (13b)

Λ
[2] =

[
λ2 0
0 λ ∗2 ∗

]
, (13c)[

φ21(η2),φ22(η2)
]T =

M[1]∣∣
λ=λ2

[
φ11(η2),φ12(η2)

]T
,

(13d)

and take [φ11(η2),φ12(η2)]T as

φ11(η2) = eη2 , (14a)

φ12(η2) = e−η2 , (14b)

η2 = iλ2x+4iaλ
3
2 t− iλ 2

2 t . (14c)

Thus, by virtue of (3), the two-soliton solutions u[2],
g[2], and b[2] can be obtained as

u[2] = u[1] +
2(λ2−λ ∗2 )φ21(η2)[φ22(η2)]∗

φ21(η2)[φ21(η2)]∗+φ22(η2)[φ22(η2)]∗
,

g[2] = 0 , b[2] = 0 . (15)

We note that (11) and (15) are both the solutions of (1)
when a = 0.

With such a process, the N-soliton solutions can be
derived. We take the N-th step DT matrix M[ j] ( j =
3,4, · · · ,N) as [4, 6, 33 – 37]

M[ j] =
[

λ 0
0 λ

]
−S j , (16)

where

S j = H [ j]
Λ

[ j](H [ j])−1 , (17a)

H [ j] =
[

φ j1(η j) −[φ j2(η j)]∗∗
φ j2(η j) [φ j1(η j)]∗

]
, (17b)

Λ
[ j] =

[
λ j 0
0 λ ∗j

]
, (17c)[

φ j1(η j),φ j2(η j)
]T =

M[ j−1]|λ=λ j

[
φ11(η j),φ12(η j)

]T
,

(17d)

and take
[
φ11(η j),φ12(η j)

]T
as

φ11(η j) = eη j , (18a)

φ12(η j) = e−η j , (18b)

η j = iλ jx+4iaλ
3
j t− iλ 2

j t . (18c)

Thus, the N-soliton solutions u[N] are

u[N] =
N

∑
j=1

2(λ j−λ ∗j )φ j1(η j)[φ j2(η j)]∗

φ j1(η j)[φ j1(η j)]∗+φ j2(η j)[φ j2(η j)]∗
. (19)

3. Generalized Darboux Transformation and
Rogue-Wave Solutions for (3)

In this section, the generalized DT [6, 34] will be
used for the rogue-wave solutions of (3). We assume
that

−→
Θ (ζ1 +δ ) (20)

is a solution for Lax Pairs (5) at u = ũ and λ = ζ1 +δ ,
where

−→
Θ is a vector function of x and t, ũ is solution

of (3) while ζ1 and δ are both the parameters indepen-
dent of x and t. Expanding

−→
Θ at ζ1, we have

−→
Θ (ζ1 +δ ) =

−→
Ξ 0 +

−→
Ξ 1δ +

−→
Ξ 2δ

2 + · · · , (21)
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where
−→
Ξ ` = 1

`!
∂ `

∂ζ `

−→
Θ (ζ )|ζ=ζ1

(` = 0,1,2, . . .) are all

the vector functions of x and t. It can be shown that
−→
Ξ 0

is a solution of Lax Pairs (5) at u = ũ and λ = ζ1 [6].
By virtue of DT (7), the generalized DT matrixM

for the first-step generalized DT of (3) is given as

M=
[

λ 0
0 λ

]
−
[

φ11 −(φ12)∗

φ12 (φ11)∗

]
·
[

ζ1 0
0 ζ ∗1

]([
φ11 −(φ12)∗

φ12 (φ11)∗

])−1

,

(22)

where (φ11,φ12)T =
−→
Ξ 0. Thus, the first-order solutions

ũ[1] for (3) are

ũ[1] = ũ+
2(ζ1−ζ ∗1 )φ11(φ12)∗

φ11(φ11)∗+φ12(φ12)∗
. (23)

As the second-step generalized DT, using DT (22)
for (20) and taking the limit process [6], we have

lim
δ→0

[
M|λ=ζ1+δ

]−→
Θ

δ
= lim

δ→0

[
δ +M|λ=ζ1

]−→
Θ

δ

=
−→
Ξ 0 +M|λ=ζ1

−→
Ξ 1 = (φ21,φ22)T .

(24)

We find a solution (φ21,φ22)T for Lax Pairs (5) at u =
ũ[1] and λ = ζ1. This allows us to find the second-order
solutions ũ[2] of (3):

ũ[2] = ũ[1] +
2(ζ1−ζ ∗1 )φ21(φ22)∗

φ21(φ21)∗+φ22(φ22)∗
. (25)

If we continue such a process, the third- and fourth-
step generalized DTs for (3) might be obtained.

Let us consider the rogue-wave solutions for (3). We
take the plane waves as the seed solutions,

u = e−it , g = 2e−it , b = 0 . (26)

Then, the solution
−→
Θ (x, t;h) for Lax Pairs (5) at λ = ih

is

−→
Θ (x, t;h) =

[
i(α1 eA−α2 e−A)e−

it
2

(α2 eA−α1 e−A)e
it
2

]
, (27)

where

α1 =
(h−
√

h2−1)1/2
√

h2−1
,

α2 =
(h+
√

h2−1)1/2
√

h2−1
,

(28a)

A = µ(ihx+wt) , µ =

√
h2−1
ih

,

w = 1+h2−2iah−4iah3 ,

(28b)

and h is a parameter independent of x and t. Taking
h = 1+ε2 and expanding the vector function

−→
Θ (x, t;ε)

at ε = 0, we have

−→
Θ (x, t;ε) =

−→
Ξ 0 +

−→
Ξ 1ε

2 + · · · , (29)

where ε is a parameter independent of x and t,

−→
Ξ 0 =

[
(−i +4t−12iat +2ix)e−

it
2

(1−4it−12at +2x)e
it
2

]
, (30a)

−→
Ξ 1 =

[̂̂
θ 1[1]
θ̂1[1]

]
, (30b)

with

̂̂
θ 1[1] =

(
3−12it−228at +48t2−288iat2−432a2t2

+64it3 +576at3−1728ia2t3−1728a3t3+6x+48itx

+144atx−96t2x+576iat2x+864a2t2x−12x2

−48itx2−144atx2 +8x3
)

i
12

e−
it
2 ,

θ̂1[1] =
(
−3−12it−228at−48t2+288iat2+432a2t2

+64it3+576at3−1728ia2t3−1728a3t3+6x−48itx

−144atx−96t2x+576iat2x+864a2t2x+12x2

−48itx2−144atx2 +8x3
)

1
12

e
it
2 .

By virtue of (3), (23), and (30a), we can obtain the
first-order rogue-wave solutions ũ[1], g̃[1], and b̃[1] as

ũ[1] =
[

e−it(3−16(1+9a2)t2−4x2 +16t(i +3ax)
)]

·
[

1+16(1+9a2)t2−48atx+4x2
]−1

, (31a)

g̃[1] =
̂̂
g[1]

ĝ[1]
,

b̃[1] =
128t(6at− x)(

1+16(1+9a2)t2−48atx+4x2
)2 ,

(31b)

wherê̂
g[1] =−

[
2e−it

(
1+16it−96t2 +288a2t2−256it3

−2304ia2t3 +256t4 +4608a2t4 +20736a4t4−96atx
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+768iat2x−1536at3x−13824a3t3x+8x2−64itx2

+128t2x2 +3456a2t2x2−384atx3 +16x4
)]

,

ĝ[1] =
(
1+16t2 +144a2t2−48atx+4x2)2

.

By virtue of (3), (25), and (30b), we can obtain the
second-order rogue-wave solutions ũ[2], g̃[2], and b̃[2] as

ũ[2] =
̂̂
u[2]

û[2]
e−it , g̃[2] =

̂̂
g[2]

ĝ[2]
2e−it , b̃[2] =

̂̂
b[2]

b̂[2]
, (32)

where
̂̂
u[2], û[2],

̂̂
g[2], ĝ[2],

̂̂
b[2], and b̂[2] are all exhibited

in the Appendix.
We note that the rogue-wave solutions of (3) can not

degenerate into the solutions of (1), like the soliton so-
lutions.

If we continue such a process, the third- and fourth-
order rogue-wave solutions for (3) might be obtained.

4. Wave Interaction and Propagation

In this section, the soliton and rogue-wave interac-
tion and propagation will be investigated. Since the
functions |g|= 0 and b = 0 according to (11) and (15),
we will mainly plot the figures for |u| in Figures 1 – 3.

Figures 1 and 2 show that the u field is a bell-shape
soliton while the g and b fields are both equal to zero.
Moreover, Figures 1 and 2 show that a has an effect
on the direction of soliton propagation, i. e., Figure 1a
exhibits that the direction of soliton propagation is con-
sistent with the negative x-axis when a =−2; Figure 2a
shows an example of the stationary solition of (3) when
a = −1; Figure 2b displays that the direction of the
soliton propagation is consistent with the positive x-
axis when a = 0.

Fig. 1 (colour online). One-soliton solutions via (11) with λ1 = 0.5+ i and (a) of u with a =−2; (b) of g; (c) of b.

Figure 3 shows that:
(i) The u field represents the two bell-shape solitons.
(ii) Coefficient a has an effect on the two-soliton in-

teraction, i. e., Figure 3a shows that the one-bell-shape
soliton catches up with the other soliton when a = 1;
Figure 3b shows the two-bell-shape-soliton head-on
interaction when a = −1; Figure 3c shows that the
one-bell-shape soliton catches up with the other soli-
ton when a = 0.

(iii) The two-soliton interaction is elastic, i. e., the
amplitude and velocity of each soliton remain un-
changed after the interaction.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the coefficient a has an ef-
fect on the distance of the first-order rogue-wave prop-
agation: it is longer in Figure 5 than in Figure 4 when
a = 0 in Figure 4 and a = 1

3 in Figure 5.
Figures 5 and 6 exhibit that the coefficient a has

an effect on the direction of the first-order rogue-wave
propagation, i. e., Figure 5 shows that the direction of
the first-order rogue-wave propagation is consistent
with the positive x-axis when a = 1

3 ; Figure 6 shows
that the direction of the first-order rogue-wave prop-
agation is consistent with the negative x-axis when
a = − 1

3 . By the way, Figures 4 – 6 exhibit that u is
a bright rogue-wave and has one wave crest and two
troughs, g is a dark rogue-wave and has four troughs
while b is a bright-rogue wave and has two wave crests
and two troughs.

Figures 7 and 8 display that the coefficient a has an
effect on the range of the second-order rouge-wave in-
teraction: it is larger in Figure 7a than in Figure 8a, it
is larger in Figure 7b than in Figure 8b, and it is larger
in Figure 7c than in Figure 8c when a = 0 in Figure 7
and a =− 1

6 in Figure 8.
Figures 8 and 9 show that the coefficient a has an

effect on the direction of the second-order rogue-wave
interaction: Figure 8 shows that it is consistent with the
negative x-axis when a =− 1

6 and Figure 9 displays that
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Fig. 2 (colour online). One-soliton solutions for u via (11) with the parameters λ1 = 0.5+ i and (a) of a =−1; (b) of a = 0.

Fig. 3 (colour online). Two-soliton interaction for u via (15) with λ1 = 0.6+ i, λ2 = 0.4+ i and (a) of a = 1; (b) of a =−1;
(c) of a = 0.

Fig. 4 (colour online). First-order rogue-wave solutions as given by (31) with a = 0 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g, and (c)
of b.
it is consistent with the positive x-axis when a = 1

3 . By
the way, Figures 7 – 9 exhibit that u is a bright rogue-
wave and has one wave crest and four troughs, g is
a dark rogue-wave and has eight troughs while b is
a bright rogue-wave and has four wave crests and four
troughs. Figures 4 – 9 show that the dark rogue-wave
|g| is different from the anti-eye-shaped dark rogue-
wave in [38].

5. Conclusions

Equation (1), the NLS equation, appears in fluid me-
chanics, plasma physics, etc. However, in the practi-
cal situations, the higher-order terms that take into ac-

count the third-order dispersion, self-steepening, and
other nonlinear effects have to be added to (1). Thus,
a higher-order NLS equation, or the Hirota equation,
i. e., (2), has been introduced.

In this paper, the set of (3), a higher-order Hirota
system, or a set of the deformed Hirota equations,
which describes the wave propagation in an erbium-
doped nonlinear fiber with higher-order dispersion, has
been investigated, beyond the first-order consideration,
with our results as follows:

(i) Multi-Soliton Solutions (19) and High-Order
Rogue-Wave Solutions (32) for (3), generated via the
DT and generalized DT, respectively, have been at-
tained.
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Fig. 5 (colour online). First-order rogue-wave solutions as given by (31) with a = 1
3 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g, and

(c) of b.

Fig. 6 (colour online). First-order rogue-wave solutions as given by (31) with a =− 1
3 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g, and

(c) of b.

Fig. 7 (colour online). Second-order rogue-wave interaction as given by (32) with a = 0 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g,
and (c) of b.

(ii) Solitons propagation and interaction have been
analyzed:

Figures 1 and 2 have exhibited that the u field is
a bell-shape soliton while the g and b fields are both
equal to zero. The coefficient a has an effect on the
direction of soliton propagation: Figure 1a has shown
that it is consistent with the positive x-axis when a =
−2; Figure 2a has displayed an example of the station-
ary soliton when a =−1; Figure 2b has exhibited that
the direction of soliton propagation is consistent with
the negative x-axis when a = 0.

Figure 3 has shown the interaction between the two
solitons, where the u field represents the two bell-shape
solitons. Besides, Figure 3 has exhibited that the coef-
ficient a has an effect on the two-soliton interaction:
Figure 3a has shown that the one-bell-shape soliton
catches up with the other when a = 1; Figure 3b has ex-
hibited the two-bell-shape soliton head-on interaction
when a = −1; Figure 3c has shown that the one-bell-
shape soliton catches up with the other when a = 0.
Moreover, Figure 3 has displayed that the two-soliton
interaction is elastic, i. e., the amplitude and velocity
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Fig. 8 (colour online). Second-order rogue-wave interaction as given by (32) with a =− 1
6 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g,

and (c) of b.

Fig. 9 (colour online). Second-order rogue-wave interaction as given by (32) with a = 1
3 corresponding to (a) of u, (b) of g,

and (c) of b.

of each soliton remain unchanged after the interac-
tion.

(iii) Rogue-wave interaction and propagation have
been analyzed:

Figures 4 and 5 have displayed that the coeffi-
cient a has an effect on the distance of the first-order
rogue-wave propagation: it is longer in Figure 5 than
in Figure 4 when a = 0 in Figure 4 and a = 1

3 in Fig-
ure 5.

Figures 5 and 6 have exhibited that the coefficient a
has an effect on the direction of the first-order rogue-
wave propagation, i. e., Figure 5 has shown that it is
consistent with the positive x-axis when a = 1

3 , and
Figure 6 has displayed that it is consistent with the neg-
ative x-axis when a =− 1

3 .
Figures 7 – 9 have shown Second-Order Rogue-

Wave Solutions (31) of (3). It has been found that the
second-order rogue wave has the same properties as
those of the first-order:

Coefficient a has an effect on the range of the
second-order rogue-wave interaction: the range in Fig-
ure 7a is larger than that in Figure 8a, the range in Fig-
ure 7b is larger than that in Figure 8b, and the range

in Figure 7c is larger than that in Figure 8c when a = 0
in Figure 7 and a =− 1

6 in Figure 8.
Coefficient a has an effect on the direction of

the second-order rogue-wave interaction: Figure 8 has
shown that it is consistent with the negative x-axis
when a =− 1

6 , and Figure 9 has displayed that it is con-
sistent with the positive x-axis when a = 1

3 .
Moreover, Figures 4 – 9 have exhibited that u is

a bright rogue-wave, g is a dark rogue-wave, and b is
a bright rogue-wave.
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Appendix

̂̂
u[2] = 45+432it−720t2−18000a2t2+3072it3−110592ia2t3−11520t4−13824a2t4−518400a4t4−12288it5

−221184ia2t5−995328ia4t5 +4096t6 +110592a2t6 +995328a4t6 +2985984a6t6 +5616atx+18432iat2x

+23040at3x+290304a3t3x+73728iat4x+663552ia3t4x−36864at5x−663552a3t5x−2985984a5t5x−180x2

−3456t2x2−58752a2t2x2−6144it3x2−165888ia2t3x2+3072t4x2+165888a2t4x2+1244160a4t4x2+4992atx3

+18432iat2x3−18432at3x3−276480a3t3x3−144x4−768itx4 +768t2x4 +34560a2t2x4−2304atx5 +64x6 ,

û[2] = 9+432t2 +20016a2t2 +3840t4 +152064a2t4−269568a4t4 +4096t6 +110592a2t6 +995328a4t6

+2985984a6t6−2448atx−32256at3x+124416a3t3x−36864at5x−663552a3t5x−2985984a5t5x+108x2

+1152t2x2−17280a2t2x2+3072t4x2+165888a2t4x2+1244160a4t4x2+384atx3−18432at3x3−276480a3t3x3

+48x4 +768t2x4 +34560a2t2x4−2304atx5 +64x6 ,̂̂
g[2] =81+1296it−2592t2+360288a2t2+48384it3+6158592ia2t3−186624t4−38361600a2t4+395788032a4t4

+663552it5−29638656ia2t5−320495616ia4t5−3096576t6−424230912a2t6−3443834880a4t6

−10737598464a6t6 +3538944it7−548536320ia2t7−8949989376ia4t7 +76536741888ia6t7−19464192t8

−1290534912a2t8−13409058816a4t8−204671287296a6t8 +192201818112a8t8−3145728it9

−2151677952ia2t9−40259026944ia4t9−210977685504ia6t9−185752092672ia8t9−44040192t10

−622854144a2t10 +2378170368a4t10 +45864714240a6t10−123834728448a8t10−1609851469824a10t10

−50331648it11−2264924160ia2t11−40768634880ia4t11−366917713920ia6t11

−1651129712640ia8t11−2972033482752ia10t11 +16777216t12 +905969664a2t12 +20384317440a4t12

+244611809280a6t12 +1651129712640a8t12 +5944066965504a10t12 +8916100448256a12t12−44064atx

−393984iat2x−41472at3x−95758848a3t3x−17252352iat4x−200392704ia3t4x+76529664at5x

+1722580992a3t5x+6246678528a5t5x+3538944iat6x+1380188160ia3t6x−60484091904ia5t6x

+379846656at7x+10977804288a3t7x+167979515904a5t7x−201231433728a7t7x+415236096iat8x

+21403533312ia3t8x+186516504576ia5t8x+247669456896ia7t8x+358612992at9x+2038431744a3t9x

−21403533312a5t9x+165112971264a7t9x+2352859840512a9t9x+754974720iat10x+27179089920ia3t10x

+366917713920ia5t10x+2201506283520ia7t10x+4953389137920ia9t10x−301989888at11x

−13589544960a3t11x−244611809280a5t11x−2201506283520a7t11x−9906778275840a9t11x

−17832200896512a11t11x+1944x2 +5184itx2 +114048t2x2 +10005120a2t2x2 +552960it3x2

+68677632ia2t3x2+995328t4x2−223617024a2t4x2−1336725504a4t4x2+11501568it5x2+405209088ia2t5x2

+19277512704ia4t5x2−25362432t6x2−2857697280a2t6x2−56232050688a4t6x2 +89866174464a6t6x2

−9437184it7x2−3991928832ia2t7x2−67523051520ia4t7x2−144473849856ia6t7x2−42467328t8x2

−1415577600a2t8x2−1274019840a4t8x2−96315899904a6t8x2−1516975423488a8t8x2−62914560it9x2

−6794772480ia2t9x2−152882380800ia4t9x2−1284211998720ia6t9x2−3715041853440ia8t9x2

+25165824t10x2 +3397386240a2t10x2 +101921587200a4t10x2 +1284211998720a6t10x2

+7430083706880a8t10x2 +16346184155136a10t10x2−521856atx3−4976640iat2x3 +4202496at3x3

+121872384a3t3x3−84344832iat4x3−3137273856ia3t4x3 +286064640at5x3 +9778102272a3t5x3
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−22311272448a5t5x3 +292552704iat6x3 +12740198400ia3t6x3 +48157949952ia5t6x3 +257949696at7x3

+2548039680a3t7x3 +32105299968a5t7x3 +564135985152a7t7x3 +754974720iat8x3 +33973862400ia3t8x3

+428070666240ia5t8x3 +1651129712640ia7t8x3−377487360at9x3−22649241600a3t9x3

−428070666240a5t9x3−3302259425280a7t9x3−9081213419520a9t9x3+12528x4 +96768itx4 +193536t2x4

−3068928a2t2x4 +3317760it3x4+270065664ia2t3x4−8773632t4x4−924991488a2t4x4 +3374161920a4t4x4

−5898240it5x4−1309409280ia2t5x4−10032906240ia4t5x4−14942208t6x4−601620480a2t6x4

−6688604160a4t6x4−132434362368a6t6x4−31457280it7x4−4246732800ia2t7x4−89181388800ia4t7x4

−481579499520ia6t7x4 +15728640t8x4 +2831155200a2t8x4 +89181388800a4t8x4 +963158999040a6t8x4

+3405455032320a8t8x4−193536atx5−11280384iat2x5 +44679168at3x5−322486272a3t3x5

+68419584iat4x5 +1337720832ia3t4x5 +58982400at5x5 +891813888a3t5x5 +20065812480a5t5x5

+283115520iat6x5 +11890851840ia3t6x5 +96315899904ia5t6x5−188743680at7x5−11890851840a3t7x5

−192631799808a5t7x5−908121341952a7t7x5 +11520x6 +165888itx6−847872t2x6 +19795968a2t2x6

−1376256it3x6−111476736ia2t3x6−2162688t4x6−74317824a2t4x6−1895104512a4t4x6−7864320it5x6

−990904320ia2t5x6−13377208320ia4t5x6 +5242880t6x6 +990904320a2t6x6 +26754416640a4t6x6

+176579149824a6t6x6−774144atx7 +5308416iat2x7 +3538944at3x7 +95551488a3t3x7 +47185920iat4x7

+1274019840ia3t4x7−47185920at5x7−2548039680a3t5x7−25225592832a5t5x7 +16128x8−110592itx8

−73728t2x8−663552a2t2x8−983040it3x8−79626240ia2t3x8 +983040t4x8 +159252480a2t4x8

+2627665920a4t4x8−172032atx9 +2949120iat2x9−5898240at3x9−194641920a3t3x9 +6144x10

−49152itx10 +98304t2x10 +9732096a2t2x10−294912atx11 +4096x12 ,

ĝ[2] =
(

9+432t2 +20016a2t2 +3840t4 +152064a2t4−269568a4t4 +4096t6 +110592a2t6 +995328a4t6

+2985984a6t6−2448atx−32256at3x+124416a3t3x−36864at5x−663552a3t5x−2985984a5t5x+108x2

+1152t2x2−17280a2t2x2 +3072t4x2 +165888a2t4x2+1244160a4t4x2+384atx3−18432at3x3−276480a3t3x3

+48x4 +768t2x4 +34560a2t2x4−2304atx5 +64x6
)2

,̂̂
b[2] = 384t

(
−162at−2304at3−1230336a3t3 +64512at5−6912000a3t5−57480192a5t5 +393216at7

−5308416a3t7 +63700992a5t7 +1289945088a7t7 +393216at9 +14155776a3t9 +191102976a5t9

+1146617856a7t9 +2579890176a9t9 +27x+1152t2x+152064a2t2x+13824t4x+1981440a2t4x

+29984256a4t4x+884736a2t6x−58392576a4t6x−1361608704a6t6x−65536t8x−7077888a2t8x

−159252480a4t8x−1337720832a6t8x−3869835264a8t8x−3456atx2−133632at3x2−5349888a3t3x2

+147456at5x2 +21233664a3t5x2 +609140736a5t5x2 +1179648at7x2 +53084160a3t7x2 +668860416a5t7x2

+2579890176a7t7x2−768t2x3 +338688a2t2x3−24576t4x3−3833856a2t4x3−149299200a4t4x3−65536t6x3

−8847360a2t6x3−185794560a4t6x3−1003290624a6t6x3−576atx4 +344064at3x4 +21565440a3t3x4

+737280at5x4 +30965760a3t5x4 +250822656a5t5x4−288x5−12288t2x5−1824768a2t2x5−24576t4x5

−3096576a2t4x5−41803776a4t4x5 +82944atx6 +172032at3x6 +4644864a3t3x6−1536x7−4096t2x7

−331776a2t2x7 +13824atx8−256x9
)

,

b̂[2] =
(

9+432t2 +20016a2t2 +3840t4 +152064a2t4−269568a4t4 +4096t6 +110592a2t6 +995328a4t6
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+2985984a6t6−2448atx−32256at3x+124416a3t3x−36864at5x−663552a3t5x−2985984a5t5x+108x2

+1152t2x2−17280a2t2x2 +3072t4x2 +165888a2t4x2 +1244160a4t4x2+384atx3−18432at3x3−276480a3t3x3

+48x4 +768t2x4 +34560a2t2x4−2304atx5 +64x6
)2

.
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